We would like you to contact us if you are working on terrorism field or if you are interested in it.

Do you know what our aim is?
The primary aim of the International Association of Applied Psychology (IAAP) Task Force on Terrorism and Peace Building is to engage members of the psychology community (teachers, researchers, practitioners, and students) in the issue of terrorism.

Do you know where you could find information about our Task?

- **website!** ← click here.
  
  We count on Silvia Berdullas as a new consultant of the Task Force and Beatriz Cobos as a new collaborator. They both have a great experience in terrorism field. You could take a look in member’ section.

- **Contributions:** ← click here.
  
  In this section, you could find information about our contributions. You could look on an Interview to Arie Kruglansky.

- **Twitter account**
  
  As you know, we are using Twitter as a place to post news and information about our work and some other contents that we found interesting. Please look (or even better, please follow us!):

  @IAAP_Terrorism